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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This audit of Citation Controls was included on the Council-approved FY 2012/13 Audit Plan.
The audit objective was to review the Scottsdale Police Department’s (SPD) controls and
recordkeeping over citations.1 The SPD has designated the Records Unit as the chief
administrative office with oversight of and accounting for citations. During the period of fiscal
years 2009/10 through 2011/12, the SPD issued an average of 36,000 citations per year,
excluding parking citations.
In general, the established procedures for handling citations provide a reasonable level of
accountability. However, improvements can be made to strengthen accountability by ensuring
that all electronic and in-custody citations are also getting entered into I/LEADS. As well, the
monthly internal review of citations can be improved by the Records Unit including voided
citations in the process, and supervisors ensuring that police officers provide timely and
accurate responses to the Records Unit’s inquiries.
To reduce the risk of citations missing scheduled court hearings and being dismissed, the
Records Unit’s reports to Command staff should also include citations that have not been
transferred to the City Court because they are pending additional information. Further, for
the exception reports of Pending, Not-In-System, and Past Due citations to be less voluminous
and provide effective management information, the I/LEADS disposition data must be
complete and accurate. In addition, certain citation data fields in I/LEADS can be defined
more specifically so that the recorded information is more consistent. As well, duties and
access for the electronic citation records should be properly separated to ensure that no one
person has the ability to erase all evidence of a citation.

1

This audit did not include Municipal Code violation citations issued by other groups, such as Code
Enforcement or Barricade Management.
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BACKGROUND
State law requires accountability for law enforcement citations. Arizona Revised Statutes
(ARS) §28-1557 through 28-1561 establish that the chief administrative officer is responsible
for ordering citations, logging inventory, and storing citations securely. The Scottsdale Police
Department (SPD) has designated its Records Unit as the chief
administrative office that maintains a record of every citation book
Citations can be issued in
assigned to its officers and each citation issued, lost, stolen, voided or
the category of criminal,
destroyed.
criminal traffic, civil,
A citation serves as a charging document that lists the offense(s) a
person is alleged to have committed and references the underlying
authority, such as law or ordinance. An SPD police officer, or in certain
circumstances other City employees, may issue a citation for alleged
2
violations in the following categories.

municipal code, parking,
or petty offenses.
SOURCE: Scottsdale Police
Department citation.



Criminal Traffic – this type of charges includes such offenses as
driving under the influence, (involved driver) leaving the scene of an accident,
reckless driving, and others.



Criminal or Petty Offense – examples of these charges include such offenses as
criminal damage, unlawful discharge of a firearm, theft, custodial interference, and
others.



Civil Traffic – these charges include such violations as a parking
violation, driving with obstructed view, unsafe backing, and
failure to obey a stop or yield sign.



Civil Violation – these may include such charges as seat belt
violation or failure to carry a vehicle registration or proof of
insurance.



Municipal Code Violation – these include charges of a violation of
Scottsdale Revised Code provisions, such as zoning, code
enforcement, licensing and littering.

The SPD uses a standard court-approved Arizona traffic ticket and
complaint form that requires the officer to complete approximately 65
data fields by hand, including driver and vehicle information.3 In 2007,
the SPD obtained a few handheld electronic citation devices to help
reduce the time needed to complete a citation, improve the accuracy of
traffic records, and increase the effectiveness of traffic enforcement.
Using an “e-cite” device, the officer can swipe the driver’s license and
scan the driver’s insurance card and vehicle registration to automatically
fill in citation data fields.

Police Department
electronic citation device

Source: Scottsdale Police
Department.

2

A Police Aide may issue civil citations. Scottsdale Revised Code also gives authority to certain other
groups to issue Municipal Code violation citations, including Barricade and Stormwater Management,
Code Enforcement, and the Fire Marshall and Fire Inspectors. However, citations issued by these other
groups were not included in the scope of this audit.
3
The paper citations are 3-part forms: the original copy goes to the Court, one copy remains with the
officer, and one copy goes to the defendant.
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After an officer issues a citation, whether paper or electronic, the officer’s supervisor reviews
the citation before it is sent to the Police Records Unit where most citations are manually
entered into I/LEADS.4 The Records Unit reviews the citations for completeness and approves
their transfer to the City Court in both electronic and paper form. From the City Court,
citations with criminal offenses are transferred to the City Prosecutor’s Office as well.

Figure 1. Citation Processes

Paper: Sequentially‐
numbered paper citations are
ordered from vendor.

Paper: Record Unit issues
citation book to officer and
keeps record.
e‐Cite: IT staff loads citations
onto officer's electronic
handheld device.

Paper & e‐Cite: Approved
citations are electronically
transmitted to City Court
system (AZTEC) and paper
copies delivered to Court.

Paper: Citations are delivered
to Records Unit; staff verifies
and stores citation books in
secure area.

Paper: Officer orders citation
book through the Criminal
Justice Portal System (CJPS).

Paper & e‐Cite: Officer issues
citation to violator; paper or
printed copy is forwarded to
Records Unit.

Paper & e‐Cite: Records Unit
enters issued citations into
I/LEADS.

Paper & e‐Cite: A.R.S. §28‐
1558 states only the Court
with jurisdiction has the
authority to determine the
final disposition of a citation.

Source: Auditor analysis of SPD citation processes.

Timeliness in processing and delivering citations is important. In general, the City Court
requires that criminal citations be received by the Court and made available to the judges
and attorneys at least 14 days prior to the defendant’s appearance in court. However, due to
the City’s In-Jail Court program, some citations go directly to the City Court rather than
through the Police Records Unit. Specifically, when a cited person is placed in custody in the
City Jail, the Detention staff retains the citation so that it can be provided directly to the

4

I/LEADS is the Scottsdale Police Department’s records management system. Citations that include a
criminal charge are entered into I/LEADS by the Officer and are accompanied by a completed
Department Report.
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Judge and Prosecutor’s staff at the in-jail court hearing, which is generally held within 24
hours after confinement.
Once a citation is issued, it must be transmitted to the court having jurisdiction. Only a judge
or a hearing officer of the appropriate court can dispose of a citation, whether by trial or
official action. It is unlawful for a police officer or other public employee to dispose of a
citation.
In accordance with ARS §28-1560, the Records Unit performs a monthly review of all citations
issued 7 months prior, including those in inventory or assigned to an officer, to assure
accountability.5 Prior to January 2012, this internal review was performed once every 6
months. The Records Unit began including e-cites in the internal review in June 2012.
During the citation review, the Records Unit staff determines which of the citations assigned
to officers have been recorded in I/LEADS as issued to violators or have been reported as
destroyed, lost, void or stolen. For citations not accounted for through this process, the
Records Unit contacts the responsible officer to inquire whether the citation is still in the
citation book and unused.
As shown in Table 1, during the period of fiscal years (FY) 2009/10 through 2011/12, the SPD
issued 32,000 to 41,000 citations per year, averaging 36,000 citations per year, excluding
parking citations.

Table 1: Number of Issued Citations by Type
FY2009/10

FY2010/11

FY2011/12

FY2012/13

a

(6 months)

Criminal

3,541

3,585

3,316

1,627

Criminal Traffic

7,438

6,803

6,121

2,956

26,503

22,041

19,768

9,364

1,103

1,075

1,004

460

954

853

670

241

57

173

68

25

1,469

1,145

1,362

773

41,065

35,675

32,309

15,446

Civil
In Custody

b

Municipal Code
Petty Offense
Other

c

Total
a

Period of July to December 2012
In Custody category includes Criminal and Criminal Traffic type offenses.
c
Destroyed, Lost, Void or Stolen citations
b

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of Police Records Unit citation reports.

5

This timing is based on the Records Unit’s observation of the period in which officers typically use
their assigned citation books.
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
An audit of Citation Controls was included on the City Council-approved fiscal year 2012/13
Audit Plan. The audit objective was to review the Police Department’s controls and
recordkeeping over citations. While other areas in the City issue citations, such as Code
Enforcement or Barricade Management, they were not included in the scope of this audit.
To gain an understanding of laws, code and regulations related to citations, we reviewed:


Arizona Revised Statute §28-1557 through §28-1561, Traffic Complaints, and §41151.12, Records Retention Schedules.



Scottsdale Revised Code, Chapters 18, 36, 37, and 47 related to civil complaints,
enforcement, and authority.



Resolution 7998, Arizona Governor’s Office of Highway Safety and Council Report of
07/01/09, Item 14, related to the Department’s grant purchase of electronic citation
devices.



Police Department Records and Field Orders and Police Records Unit Training
Guidelines related to citation controls.

To identify department controls over citations and assess risks, we interviewed the Police
Records Unit Manager and Supervisor, Police Officers, and Police Aides. We also observed
staff in the Police Records Unit entering issued citation data into the I/LEADS database - the
department’s records management system.
To evaluate the controls over ordering, securing, issuing, and accounting for citations, we:


Analyzed citation data of the Police Records Unit and City Court records for the period
of July 1, 2009 through January 2, 2013 to develop statistics, identify exceptions, and
identify citations that had not yet been issued by the assigned Police Officers or Police
Aides.



Performed an inventory of citations on-hand at the Police Department from the most
recent replenishment order to verify existence.



Physically verified the unissued citations in possession of randomly selected Police
Officers and Police Aides, and a sample of voided citations to verify existence.



Selected random samples of citations reported as issued, destroyed, lost, stolen, or
voided to verify the dispositions in Police Records Unit database (I/LEADS) and City
Court records (AZTEC) matched.



Obtained and reviewed the Records Unit’s files for the most recently completed
monthly citation review to verify whether the process is timely, complete, and
accurate.

In general, internal controls over the handling of citations provide a reasonable level of
accountability. However, controls can be improved to ensure that all citations are delivered
to the Records Unit for timely entry into I/LEADS. The Records Unit’s reports to Command
staff should also include those that have not transferred to the City Court pending additional
information. Use of the exception reports can improve management of citations. Further,
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citation data in I/LEADS should be complete, accurate and consistently classified. Finally,
proper segregation of duties should be ensured.
We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards as required by Article III, Scottsdale Revised Code, §2-117 et seq. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to
provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We
believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives. Audit work took place from November 2012
through April 2013.
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
1. While internal controls are generally appropriate, additional steps can be taken to
improve accountability.
The SPD has established procedures to provide oversight of much of its citation process.
Additional assurance is needed that the processes are being followed and that exceptions are
handled appropriately and timely.
A. The SPD can improve accountability for its paper and electronic citations by ensuring
established procedures are being followed.
1) Because the electronic citation (e-citation or e-cite) devices are not yet integrated
with the department’s records management system (I/LEADS), the officers must
print these citations and the Records Unit enters them manually into the system.
At the end of a shift, an officer using an e-citation device either prints a copy of
each issued e-cite to submit to the Records Unit with other officers’ paper
citations, or prints the issued e-cites directly to the Record Unit’s printer. To help
ensure that all e-cites sent directly to the Records Unit’s printer are received, the
officer is to email or call the Records Unit staff to notify them of how many e-cites
should have printed. However, since the inception of the e-cite program in 2007
through April 2013, more than 160 individual e-cites were not received by the
Records Unit, but were not discovered timely due to the lack of this notification
from officers.
2) Some paper citations for in-custody defendants have not been transmitted to the
Records Unit to be entered into I/LEADS. When an officer delivers a defendant to
the City Jail to be detained pending an in-jail hearing, the citation is left with the
Detention staff. Prior to the hearing’s start, Detention staff sent an electronic file
of in-custody citations to the Prosecutor's office but did not include the Records
Unit in this distribution. As a result, the Records Unit did not receive all In-Custody
citations to enter the information into I/LEADS. During the audit, Detention staff
corrected this problem by including the Records Unit in the In-Custody citations
distribution. However, the status of past In-Custody citations that were never
received by the Records Unit will still need to be verified and updated in I/LEADS.
3) While the Records Unit performs the monthly citation review, some officers are
not ensuring they provide accurate responses. For this review process, the Records
Unit compares the citation numbers assigned to officers to I/LEADS records of
issued citations to identify citations that appear to be missing. Then they email
each officer with these “missing” citations to inquire whether the citations are still
in the officer’s book.
In some instances, although an officer responded that a citation or series of
citations was not issued or was lost or destroyed, they were later found to have
been previously issued by the officer and routed directly through the Court for
disposition, such as the In-Custody citations. During the November 2012 internal
review, the Officers responsible for two missing citations explained that the cites
were not yet issued or had been lost; both citations were later found to have been
issued in June and August 2012. During the February 2013 internal review, one
missing citation reported by the officer to have not yet been issued was later
found to have been issued in August 2012.
Citation Controls
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4) The monthly citation review process was not ensuring that voided citations were
properly handled. I/LEADS has three approval levels for citations: Level 1 is the
issuing police officer or aide, Level 2 approval is given by the officer’s or aide’s
supervisor, and Level 3 approval is given by Records Unit staff after their quality
control review.
Currently, as part of the monthly citation review, only the citation numbers that
are not in I/LEADS are researched further. However, this technique disregards the
citations that have been entered into I/LEADS but have not received a Level 3
approval for quality control assurance.
When citations are not entered into I/LEADS, the SPD has less assurance that all
citations have been properly accounted for and timely transmitted to the Court. The
Records Unit’s internal review will identify the majority of any missing citations.
However, this reconciliation and follow-up process is performed 7 months after the
citations are issued to the officers, generally too late to be effective in ensuring
timely transfer to the Court.
B. Available exception reports in the records management system are not used to help
provide oversight of citations, such as ensuring appropriate follow up of open items
and timely transfer to the Court.
1) Management has the ability to monitor “pending” citations at any time in the
I/LEADS system. Pending citations are those that have been issued by an officer
and entered into I/LEADS, but additional or corrected information is needed for
the citation to be transmitted to the Court. The pending citation reports can list
all the pending citations that have court dates within the next 1 to 14 days. The
Records Unit indicated they do not review the pending citations on any regular
basis due to the volume of the report and a shortage of staff. They estimated that
the total number of pending citations at any given time is about 200 to 400
citations. However, on April 3, 2013, only 27 citations were listed as pending and
due to the Court within 14 days. Therefore, focusing on a shorter timeframe can
make the review more feasible.
2) Another exception report for “past due” citations is also not used as a tool by
management. As of March 28, 2013, the past due report showed 37 citations that
appeared to have missed their scheduled court dates. We tested 12 of these 37 and
found that 7 (58%) already had a court disposition, but 5 of the 12 (42%) had
actually missed their court dates. These 5 citations included a speeding ticket with
an accident, a speeding ticket without an accident, an improper left turn, an
aggressive dog and one that Records has not received from the officer.
Although it requires time to research each listed exception, past due citations
should be cleared so that citation dispositions are accurate in I/LEADS and any
overdue citations are handled properly. When a citation is not provided to the
Court and the defendant shows up for the scheduled court date, the citation is
dismissed. Though the SPD may reissue the citation or provide a long-form report
to the City Prosecutor, they may not be able to refile some charges if the issues
6
are not resolved timely.

6

Civil traffic charges can be refiled within 30 days; misdemeanors have a one year deadline.
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3) Monthly, the Records Unit distributes a “Not in System” report to the SPD
Commanders. This report lists the citations that were not successfully transferred
to the Court by the scheduled court date and were therefore dismissed. However,
pending citations that require additional information from the officer are not
included in this report. As a result, these exceptions do not receive timely followup to avoid missed court dates.
As a result of not using all available exception reports, some citations are not
transferred from the SPD to the City Court by the scheduled court date. The Records
Unit estimated a total of 138 citations during the past 3.5 years were vacated or
dismissed by the Court. Additionally, incomplete I/LEADS information can reduce
effectiveness and efficiency.
7

State law requires the SPD to assure proper accountability for traffic citation records.
Management is responsible for proper control over citations and timely delivery of citations to
the City Court and Prosecutor’s Office. While the current system of controls generally ensures
this happens, additional assurance is needed that established procedures are being followed
and exceptions are followed up on timely and appropriately.
Recommendations:
The Police Chief should ensure the SPD Command staff:

A. Monitors compliance with established citation policies and procedures, including
timely and accurate responses to the Records Unit internal citation reviews.
Additionally, pending void citations in I/LEADS should be included in the monthly
citation review.
B. Uses available exception reports to improve timely follow-up and completion of
pending and past due citations.

2. The SPD can better ensure citation data in I/LEADS is complete and classified
consistently.
The SPD requires all citations to be tracked and documented, and specifically requires all
stolen, lost, voided, and destroyed citation numbers to be entered into I/LEADS with the
associated paperwork retained until its authorized destruction.8
A. Some e-citations have not been accounted for in the I/LEADS system. Since the e-cite
7

Arizona Revised Statutes, §28-1558: “The chief administrative officer of each traffic enforcement
agency shall require the return … of all copies of each traffic complaint that is spoiled or on which any
entry has been made and not issued to an alleged violator.” Also, ARS §28-1560: “The appropriate
fiscal officer … to which the traffic enforcement agency is responsible shall audit monthly the records
of traffic citations … Audit procedures shall be sufficient to assure proper accountability for traffic
citation records.”
8 Records Unit Training Guideline for Stolen, Lost, Voided, and Destroyed Moving Citations, Revised
12/12: "All citations of the Scottsdale Police Department must be tracked and documented. They are
individually numbered much like checks, and audited in Record reviews. All stolen, lost, voided, and
destroyed citation numbers must be entered into I/LEADS and remaining paperwork stored until
destruction is authorized."
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program began in 2007, there have been more than 60,000 citation numbers issued to
the e-cite devices. However, e-cites were not included in the Records Unit internal
review until June 2012. As a result, there are approximately 28,000 e-cites that are
not accounted for in I/LEADS. These appear to primarily be due to software upgrades,
which destroy unissued citations on the devices.
Initially, the Technology Unit's Systems Integrator loaded e-citations onto the e-cite
devices in blocks of 3,000. Due to frequent software upgrades in the first few years of
the program, a large number of e-cites were erased from the devices. To further
complicate matters, a 2011 update deleted the System Integrator’s list of issued
citation numbers that were loaded onto each device.
Currently the Systems Integrator loads e-cites onto the devices in blocks of
100. However, the destroyed e-citations are not logged into I/LEADS along with the
disposition of paper citations. As a result, I/LEADS does not contain a complete record
of SPD citations. While the majority of the 28,000 e-cites were probably destroyed by
software upgrades, at least 160 e-cites were issued but not successfully transmitted to
the Records Unit for transfer to the Court and therefore were dismissed.
B. Unusable citations are categorized in I/LEADS as voided, lost, stolen, or destroyed.
Prior to the audit, these categories were being used inconsistently. For example,
citations were categorized as “destroyed” when they were:


Spoiled in the printing process,



Deleted from an e-cite machine by the Systems Integrator during a software
upgrade or hardware problem,



Mangled or soiled in the field, or



Part of a citation book returned to the Records Unit when an officer left City
employment.

Clear data definitions, such as the following ones discussed by the Records Manager
and auditors during the audit, can help ensure dispositions are classified consistently
and accurately.
Void: A citation can only be voided if all 3 copies have been returned to the
Records Unit.
Lost: Any citation that has not been recorded in I/LEADS as issued and is not in the
Records Unit or the officer's possession and is considered missing.
Destroyed: A citation that was not received from the printer or was deleted by the
Systems Integrator during an e-citation software upgrade or hardware issue.
Stolen: Any citation recorded as stolen must be documented in a police report.
Citations that cannot be located, such as those reported as lost or stolen, represent
the highest risk of fraud or misuse. Therefore, defined classifications can help
management analyze whether there are any recurring patterns in citation handling
that need to be addressed.
C. In I/LEADS, one of the required citation data fields is the issuing officer's ID number.
However, a citation is not associated with a specific officer in certain instances, such
as when a paper citation is destroyed in the printing process or an e-citation is
destroyed during a software upgrade. Also, at times a non-Scottsdale police officer
Page 12
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may issue a Scottsdale PD citation, such as during a task force operation. For these
occurrences, an alternate officer ID needs to be used to successfully enter the data
into I/LEADS.
Currently, the Records Unit policies and procedures do not instruct employees on what
information to enter when these situations occur. So in these instances, either a 'super
user' number or the Records Unit employee’s ID number has been used. While not a
critical element, the lack of a specific procedure for these situations results in data
inconsistencies. To ensure the integrity of citation data for monitoring and analytic
purposes, the Officer ID fields should be defined so that employees have a consistent
practice.
D. Control over e-cites can be improved through appropriate segregation of duties.
Currently, some SPD staff would have access to all records related to an e-cite,
including the e-cite devices, the network storage files and the printed copies.
Unlike paper citations, which are triplicate forms, the e-cites exist in digital form only
until the police officer prints a copy of the citation for the Records Unit. In a picture
file format, the e-citations are then downloaded from the e-cite devices nightly to the
department’s network. All Police Technology staff has the ability to delete citations
from I/LEADS and the picture file from the network, and they also have access to the
printed citations before the Records staff receives them the next business morning. To
reduce the risk of intentional or inadvertent error, no one should have the ability to
erase all evidence of a citation.
Recommendations:
The SPD should:
A. Require the Systems Integrator to maintain a log of citations destroyed during system
upgrades. This log should then be provided to the Records Unit for entry into
I/LEADS. Further, all citation numbers issued to e-cite machines should be logged
along with that of the paper citations.
B. Establish consistent data definitions for citation disposition categories.
C. Define the proper use of the Officer ID field to ensure data consistency for
accountability and analysis purposes.
D. Review the segregation of duties over e-cites to ensure no one has access to all copies
(digital and paper).

Citation Controls
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MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN
1. While internal controls are generally appropriate, additional steps can be taken

to

improve accountability.
Recommendations:
The Police Chief should ensure the SPD Command staff:
A. Monitors compliance with established citation policies and procedures, including
timely and accurate responses to the Records Unit internal citation reviews.
Additionally, pending void citations in I/LEADS should be included in the monthly
citation review.
B. Uses available exception reports to improve timely follow-up and completion of
pending and past due citations.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 1A: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION 1A:
1. Records Unit personnel will continue to facilitate training during the annual mandatory
Modular Training for all officers and police aides which include proper citation
handling and audit response requirements.
Completed by: Completed in Fall 2012, On-going
2. Records Unit personnel will also continue to provide training to new officers during
their 10 hour ride-along in the Records Unit prior to being released to their Field
Training Officer.
Completed by: Completed in March 2013, On-going
3. Working with the Training Unit, Records Unit personnel will expand citation training to
include current Field Training Officers.
Completed by: July 2013
4. New Briefing training will be conducted in each district to ensure all officers and
police aides are familiar with citation requirements.
Completed by: September 2013
5. Records Unit personnel will complete a review of citation approval levels monthly.
Follow up will be completed with any officer and his/her sergeant with a citation at a
0-2 approval level.
Completed by: April 2012, On-going
6. With the support of Command Staff, a Chief’s Memo will be disseminated requiring
officers to provide a timely response to monthly audit inquiries.
Completed by: June 2013
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Command Staff, Records Unit, Training Unit, Officers, Police Aides.
COMPLETED BY: See above
Citation Controls
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 1B: The use of current exception reports does not capture complete
information for pending civil citations. The Records Unit is only aware of pending criminal
citations if they have already been entered into I/LEADS by an officer. This represents less
than 30% of total citations annually.
PROPOSED RESOLUTION 1B: Records Unit personnel currently send notification to an officer’s
Commander when notified by the court that a defendant appeared and the citation had not
been received by the court. Records Unit personnel will generate a monthly internal report
to identify criminal and civil citations past their court date. Notification will then be sent to
the officer and his/her supervisor and will include options for re-filing charges. Adding this
monthly report will successfully identify a larger percentage of past due citations than the
current process.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Records Unit (Notification to Commanders), Officers, Police Aides
(Timely Response), Court (Initial Report).
COMPLETED BY: June 2013

2. The SPD can better ensure citation data in I/LEADS is complete and classified
consistently.
Recommendations:
The SPD should:
A. Require the Systems Integrator to maintain a log of citations destroyed during system
upgrades. This log should then be provided to the Records Unit for entry into
I/LEADS. Further, all citation numbers issued to e-cite machines should be logged
along with that of the paper citations.
B. Establish consistent data definitions for citation disposition categories.
C. Define the proper use of the Officer ID field to ensure data consistency for
accountability and analysis purposes.
D. Review the segregation of duties over e-cites to ensure no one has access to all copies
(digital and paper).
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 2A: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION 2A: A log of issued electronic citations will be provided to the Records
Unit by Technology Services monthly. All electronic citations marked for destruction will be
entered into I/LEADS by the Records Unit. The quantity of electronic citations issued to an
electronic handheld device will decrease from 100 to 25 reducing the number of destroyed
electronic citations requiring entry into I/LEADS upon a system refresh of the electronic
handheld device.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Technology Services, Records Unit
COMPLETED BY: May 2013
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 2B: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION 2B: Update definitions of citation disposition categories to I/LEADS,
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Records Unit Training Guidelines and Field Orders 4010-82.3.4.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Records Unit, Technology Services, Policy Development Specialist.
COMPLETED BY: June 2013
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 2C: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION 2C: Create Officer ID 99901 and 99902 (for Legacy data) which will be
used solely for citation entry in I/LEADS. Train Records Unit personnel on proper use.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Technology Services, Records Unit
COMPLETED BY: April 2013
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 2D: Agree
PROPOSED RESOLUTION 2D: Multiple Public Safety System Integrators have access to
electronic citation database on network share drive for support and coverage purposes. None
have access to the secured cabinet which houses paper citations or the officer’s electronic
handheld device.
All Public Safety System Integrators have successfully passed a comprehensive employment
background process which included a drug screen, reference check and polygraph.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Technology Services
COMPLETED BY: April 2013

Citation Controls
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